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The paper in a nutshell


Measure systematic effects of initial labour market conditions
on life-cycle outcomes, beyond the effects on the labour market
experience itself



Estimate the causal impact of graduating in a recession on midlife (age 40 to 50) health (measured by mortality)



Make use of very large data set(s) that allow for precise
estimates



Estimate some persistence of the negative experience at young
ages in several dimensions of life (divorce, fertility..)
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The paper in a nutshell
This is a very nice paper (research agenda):
 It uses the data in a very intelligent and informative way
 It brings together different strands of the economic literature
and produces a convincing picture of the effects of the US
recession in the early 1980’s.
 It produces credible magnitudes of the effects of experiencing
a recession at young ages
Hence my discussion is not so much on the technical aspects – which
are mostly correct – but more on the messages which emerge and
how they can be reconciled with alternative approaches.
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Discussion
Discussing this paper is a very hard task because, for every point I
considered as a potential issue:
either they have already done it in the paper itself
or they “know someone who has done it”
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Discussion
Data issues
Pooling data from US Vital Statistics + Decennial Census
Population + America Community Survey (ACS).
Advantages vis-à-vis panel data:
(i) Large cross-section/time-series data set which allows to
obtain relatively thick cells
(ii) Stretching from approximately 1980 to 2019
(iii) Avoid some attrition bias (but selective longevity could be an
issue if going beyond age 60 or 65)
(iv) Suitable to assess the effects of macro-shocks
(v) Can count the deaths
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Discussion
Data issues
Disadvantages vis-à-vis panel data:
Not controlling for (all the) individual heterogeneity (not yet)
In particular:
(i) Early conditions
(ii) Accumulation of the effects over the life cycle (actual
experience versus potential experience)
(iii) Role of idiosyncratic shocks and how they contribute to the
temporary/permanent scars
One particular point of attention is again selective longevity,
which generates attrition also in panel data, but of a different
kind
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Mechanism 1: mortality
Mortality is a deterministic function of health
 Health capital: health stock is the result of investments, higher
income allows you to make more investments but working
requires effort. It could be that not working reduces some
opportunities of investment but gives more time to devote to
healthy activities
 There could be random shocks to health
PROBLEMS which could require further attention:
(i) Initial health stock (before age 20)?
(ii) Cumulative effects of behavioural risks? (before age 20) or
after the shock – but not due to unemployment?
(iii) Minor Problem: are accidents random shocks to health or the
results of “poor attention”?
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Mechanism 2: unlucky workers
Workers of unlucky cohorts start working at low-paid jobs –
they are stuck in specific (lower) human capital if compared to
lucky workers, who have a higher rate of human capital
accumulation with no gaps in between. At age 40 these unlucky
workers are more vulnerable to job losses etc…
PROBLEMS which could require more investigation:
(i) Who are the parents of the unlucky workers? Does
education/state etc… capture enough of the initial conditions?
Say you are the kid from a wealthy family in a poor state –
you are comparatively much better off than a kid of a
wealthy family in a rich state
(ii) Cumulative effects of job actual experience (versus potential
experience)?
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Role of (other) recessions
Was the recession of 1980-1982 a special one?
 Due to contractionary monetary policy following double digit
inflation rats (stagflation)
 Double-dip recession
 China had become a serious competitor
 Followed by an impressive boom in the 1990’s also called a
“jobless recovery”, driven by new technologies and low oil
price.
Who are the workers who do not make it back?
But I am more interested in the 1975’s recession.
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Role of (other) recessions
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Considerations








Can the earnings losses for the 1980-1982 cohorts be
attributed entirely to the negative shock around age 20?
What if these workers did not come prepared to the recovery
because their human capital became obsolete in a permanent
way? They were “excluded” from the booming years.
Death of Despair.
Could DW be effective in “purging” the effect of those low-skill
occupations which were prevalent in some States, but no
migration was possible any longer ?
Perhaps a different recession could go a different way
What if the unlucky young people are the children of the
unlucky parents of the 1976 recession?
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The relevant result is on mid-life mortality
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Considerations





Since we are looking at mid-life – we see tiny numbers (1 or 2
deaths out of 10000)
But results are important and establish that recessions may
seem good for health initially but already at age 40 negative
effects kick in
Causes of death are also important

By construction cannot see longer term effects which are however
“extrapolated”
In the SHARE data we do see long term effects on health
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Probability of falling into financial hardship by age
All individuals in the SHARE sample
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Probability of falling into financial hardship
Strong effects of individual shocks
For a 40 years old man:
 widowhood increases the probability of financial
hardship by 3.17%
 divorce by 2.04%
 unemployment by 1.54%
 health problems by 1.23%
The Great Recession has important indirect effects
through the increased probability of unemployment and
other individual shocks
10/9/2021
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Probability of leaving financial hardship (SHARE)
Individuals recovering from poor health are more
likely to leave financial hardship
 Individuals who are unemployed are less likely to
leave financial hardship
 Women have a lower probability of leaving financial
hardship.
 Instead, individuals with favourable early life
conditions have a higher probability of leaving
financial hardship


10/9/2021
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Let’s talk about women




In general careers are more discontinuous (cumulative effects)
Lower completed fertility if exposed to the recession (Currie
and Schwandt 2014)
Effect of recession by gender (Table 6) are less marked than I
expected

Which brings me to a puzzle
 Longevity of US women very similar to that of men (Lisa
Berkman)
 Stress on the job could be the explanation (related to the
number of children as well)
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Older ages and welfare systems







Data of this paper not long enough to see long term effects
We know from Coile at al.. (based onn the HRS) that over time
and cohorts post age-50 death rates declined and at the
same time employment rates declined (unused capacity).
We might discover that early retirement is good for your
health at the beginning but not in medium long run (a bit like
unemployment)
Relevant the welfare state and the health coverage

Let’s use the same approach in Europe
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